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Abstract:
We study the role of bargaining in a firm's revenue management. The seller firm under consideration sequentially sells a fixed amount of stock to a random arrival stream of potential buyers over a finite selling season. The buyers are heterogeneous in their valuation of the product. Based on the stock level and the time to the end of the selling season, the seller may dynamically choose either to post a take-it-or-leave-it price or to engage in bargaining with an arriving buyer. A unique feature of our model is the linkage between the seller's disagreement point from a trade and her future value of the product, which differentiates our study from previous ones on revenue management with bargaining, as well as imposing analytical challenges. We introduce a stochastic order, called scaled pricing order, for the buyer's valuation distribution. The scaled pricing order measures the average portion of trade surplus that the seller can obtain by posting a price. We characterize the family of distributions that are invariant in the scaled pricing order, which includes uniform and exponential distributions. When the buyer's valuation distribution belongs to the invariant family, the seller should stick to either pricing or bargaining throughout the selling season, depending on her bargaining power vis-à-vis the buyer. When the buyer's valuation is increasing (decreasing) in the scaled pricing order, the seller should choose pricing (bargaining) at the beginning of the selling season and switch to bargaining (pricing) toward the end. We also discuss several variations of our model by including transaction-based bargaining cost, commission-based bargaining cost and a mixed buyer population with bargainers and non-bargainers. In contrast to what is uncovered in previous studies, our findings suggest that the seller choice of the selling mechanism is highly sensitive to the distributional properties of the buyer's valuation, highlighting the importance of appropriately modeling the seller's disagreement point in a sequential trading process.
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